Daily Visitor Policy

Definition & Purpose
This policy defines daily parking on the UW Madison Campus in parking facilities including ramps, garages and designated surface parking stalls on campus.

Policy

- Visitor parking is defined as any parking in designated campus parking stalls, during hours of control, while being in paid status.

- Failure to pay in full when visiting campus will result in citation and/or tow.

- Visitor parking may not occupy a space longer than the designated time at the location. Repayment of a space beyond the designated time limit will result in citation.

- Failure to follow UW Transportation Services policies may result in revocation of parking privileges.

- Vehicles may not park in the parking facility for more than 72 hours without authorization from UW Transportation Services.

- Vehicles in paid status for longer than 72 hours within a facility are identified as being stored.

- Vehicles moved from stall to stall within a facility do not negate identification of being stored for 72 hours.

- Vehicle storage is not limited to a parking stall; it is limited to the facility. The vehicle must leave the parking facility with payment before returning to the facility.

- Vehicles identified as being stored are subject to citation and tow.

- No visitor parking on Parking Facility Rooftop from 2:00 a.m. through 6:00 a.m. during snow removal restriction period November 15 through March 15.

  - Refer to website [www.transportation.wisc.edu](http://www.transportation.wisc.edu) for updated parking restrictions for snow removal.

Visitor/guest parking options

- **Temporary Permits** – Temporary permits are available for purchase in advance of or on the day of a visit at one of the Transportation Services offices. Temporary parking is available in a few surface lots across campus based on space availability. The Temporary Permit will be sold for a specific lot, date, and time. (refer to Temporary Permit Policy).

- **Mobile Payment** – Visitors can park in a designated surface lot parking stalls for increments of 25 minutes or 2, 3, or 8 hours and use the mobile payment service to process payment for parking.

- **Pay and Display** – Visitors pay at the pay station once parked and place receipt with time allocation on the dashboard of their vehicle showing length of time and date of payment.

- **Gated Parking Facilities** – Visitor parking is available in specific gated facilities by pulling a ticket on entry and paying at the end of the visit at a pay station or exit gate.

- **Motorcycles** – Motorcycles may park in any mobile payment stall or Pay and Display parking location. Only one motorcycle may park in a space designated for automobiles. Motorcycles parking in gated parking facilities are limited to locations with designated visitor motorcycle parking.
• **Mopeds** – Mopeds may park in a designated surface lot with mobile payment stalls or Pay and Display parking location. Only one moped may be parked in a space designated for automobiles and must be in pay status.

**Restrictions**

- Hours of control are listed at the entry of all campus surface lots; refer to the lot entrance sign for hours of control.

- Transportation Services has the right to reserve lots/ramps for event parking on campus. Parking may be sold in advance or at the lot entrance on a first come basis. Lots that are restricted for an event will be posted at the entrance to the lot and/or on our webpage at [www.transportation.wisc.edu](http://www.transportation.wisc.edu).

- Transportation Services has the authority to close a lot for construction, maintenance or safety issues.

- If the visitor stalls in a lot are full, visitors should relocate to the next available visitor lot; status of gated parking facility availability can be found at [www.transportation.wisc.edu/parking/lotinfo_occupancy.aspx](http://www.transportation.wisc.edu/parking/lotinfo_occupancy.aspx).

- Visitor parking is not valid in restricted areas such as: fire lanes, reserved stalls, surface lot motorcycle stalls, service vehicle stalls, loading zones, construction areas, sidewalks, disabled access aisles, driveways, grass areas or lots staffed during Special Events. Parking in restricted areas will result in a citation.

- Mopeds are prohibited from bypassing gate systems in gated parking facilities.

**Related References**

- Temporary Permit Policy
- Alternative Transportation Options Policy
- Lot Times & After Hour Parking Policy
- Motorcycle Permit Policy
- Moped/Motor Scooter Parking Policy
- Citation Policy
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